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NEW QUESTION: 1
When developing a project with multiple applications to
automate, how many developers do you assign to each
application?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
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A. CMDB
B. Syslog-ng
C. IPS
D. GRC
E. IDS
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
GRC is a discipline that aims to coordinate information and
activity across governance, risk management and compliance with
the purpose of operating more efficiently, enabling effective
information sharing, more effectively reporting activities and
avoiding wasteful overlaps. An integrated GRC (iGRC) takes data
feeds from one or more sources that detect or sense
abnormalities, faults or other patterns from security or
business applications.

NEW QUESTION: 3
When creating a thin provisioned volume on an XIV the maximum
capacity is limited by:
A. the availablecapacityin the XIV system
B. the vol_size_max configuration parameter
C. the hard capacity of the storage pool where the volume
resides
D. the softcapacityof the storage pool where the volume resides
Answer: D
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